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Feathered Star Wall Hanging
Chapter 5:

Bag #10: Unit-HB1-L&R, Unit-HB2-L&R, Unit-HB3-L&R,
Bag #11, Templates D, E, & G,
Round 5: Cutting Instructions, Colors C1, C4, C12, C13, C14, C15,
Cutting the Strips: Five fabrics, Colors C1, C4, C12, C13,
and C14 are used to complete the piecing for the border units.
One fabric, Color C15 is used to for the background pieces cut
from Templates D, E, and G.

Cut the following strips from each color. The strips are used to
complete the sub-cutting for the Border Templates.

Color C12, Border: Cut (4) 6” by 42” strips across the
width of the fabric. Place strips in Bag #10.

4. Cut (2) 5-1/2” by 8” rectangles from the
5-1/2” strip cut from Color C15.
5: Stack the 5-1/2” by 8” rectangles rightside-up.
6: Using Template-G Carefully cut (4) pieces. Place the pieces
in Bag #11.

Border Fabrics,
Colors C12, C13, C14,
Sub-cutting Instructions

Color C13, Border: Cut (4) 6” by 42” strips across the
width of the fabric. Place strips in Bag #10.
Color C14, Border: Cut (4) 6” by 42” strips across the
width of the fabric. Place strips in Bag #10.
Color C1, Border Strips: Cut (6) 1-1/2” by 42” strips
across the width of the fabric. Place strips in Bag
#10.

Border Templates, Bag #10,
Template-HB1-L, Template-HB1-R
Template-HB2-L, Template-HB2-R
Template-HB3-L, Template-HB3-R

Color C4, Border Strips: Cut (6) 2” by 42” strips across
the width of the fabric. Place strips in Bag #10.

1. Open and stack the (4) 6” by 42” strips cut from Color, C12,
right-side-up.

Color C15, Border Background: Cut (2) 14” by 42” strips
and (1) 5-1/2” by 42” strip across the width of the fabric. Place these pieces with Bag #11.

Border Background Fabric, Color C15
Sub-cutting Instructions
Background Templates, Bag #11,
Template-D, Template-E, & Template-G:
1. Open and stack the (2) 14” by 42” strips cut from Color C15,
with wrong-sides-together into (1) stack.
2. Using Template-D and Template-E carefully cut out (8)
pieces for each template. Note you will need to reposition each
template four time to make your cuts. Stacking the fabrics
wrong-sides-together will yield (4) each left and right pieces.
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3. Place the templates and fabric pieces back into Bag #11.

Templates, HB2-L & HB2-R: Cut (3) pieces from each strip for a total
of (12) left and (12) right pieces.
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Templates, HB3-L & HB3-R: Cut (1) piece from each strip for a total
of (4) left and (4) right pieces.
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Templates, HB1-L & HB1-R: Cut (1) piece from each strip for a total
of (4) left and (4) right pieces.
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2. Use the templates pieces listed below to cut the following
pieces. Note each cut will provide (4) pieces. Refer to the template arrangement in Illustration 2 below when completing the
cutting for the HB template pieces. Note the HB2-L & HB2-R
templates are used more than once to cut additional pieces.
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Border Fabric, Color C12 Stack Right-Side Up
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6” by 42”

3. After the pieces are cut clip the fabric template pieces together in each stack and place them in Bag #10. Note that templates
HB2-L and HB2-R are used again to cut additional pieces from
fabric Colors C13 & C14, so don’t put them away yet!
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Color C13, Border Templates, Bag #10,
Template HB2-L, Template HB2-R
Template HB4-L, Template HB4-R

Border Fabric Color Layout
Exploded Layout

1. Open and stack the (4) 6” by 42” strips cut from Color, C13,
right-side-up.

6” by 42”

Border Fabric, Color C13 Stack Right-Side Up

2. Use the templates below to cut the following pieces. Each
cut provides (4) pieces. Refer to the template arrangement in
Illustration 3 below when completing the cutting for the HB
template pieces. Note the HB2-L & HB2-R templates are used
more than once to cut the additional pieces.
Templates, HB2-L & HB2-R: Cut (4) pieces from each strip for a total
of (16) left and (16) right pieces.
Templates, HB4-L & HB4-R: Cut (1) piece from each strip for a total
of (4) left and (4) right pieces.

At the bottom of the Exploded Layout you will find the Color #’s
printed on each section of the border layout. On the foundation
papers you will find the template numbers printed on each section.
Note, that the exploded layout is a drawing of the front-side
view of the finished quilt which is a mirror image of the lines
printed on the foundation papers.
Position the foundation papers in the order they will be sewn
together at your table. Position the papers with the backside
facing up. This means you will not see the printed lines. You
should have (4) foundation papers in each stack.
Trace the dashed lines on the backside of the first unit in each
stack to show the individual sections on the backside of the paper.
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You need to find the Exploded Layout for the Feathered Star
before you can continue. The Exploded Layout should have been
placed with Chapter 5 when you cut out the foundation papers
and templates in the Introduction Booklet.

3. After the pieces are cut, clip the fabric template pieces together and place them into Bag #10. Note that templates HB2-L
and HB2-R are used again to cut additional pieces from fabric
Color C14 so don’t put them away!

Color C14, Border Templates, Bag #10,
Template-HB2-L, Template-HB2-R
Template-HB5-L, Template-HB5-R

Before you begin paper piecing match the templates up with each
section of the foundation papers. Arrange the fabric pieces following the order of the color layout on each set of foundation
units. Stack four fabric pieces for each section. Note make sure
the fabric pieces are positioned facing right-side-up.

Stacking the Fabric Pieces
Border Units HB1-L, HB1-R,

1. Open and stack the (4) 6” by 42” strips cut from Color, C14,
right-side-up.

Unit HB1-L

6” by 42”

Border Fabric, Color C14 Stack Right-Side Up

2. Use the templates below to cut the following pieces. Each
cut provides (4) pieces. Refer to the template arrangement in
Illustration 4 below when completing the cutting for the HB
template pieces. Note the HB2-L & HB2-R templates are used
more than once to cut the additional pieces.
Templates, HB2-L & HB2-R: Cut (4) pieces from each strip for a total
of (16) each left and right pieces.
Templates, HB5-L & HB5-R: Cut (1) piece from each strip for a total
of (4) left and (4) right pieces.
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3. After the pieces are cut clip the fabric template pieces together and place them into Bag #10.
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With the sew-sides aligned at the
top stack the pieces for each unit
in reverse order starting with the
last piece sewn onto the paper and
ending with the pieces for Sec. #1
on the top.
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